
Federal Judge Approves $577M
Settlement  for  Maryland’s
Historically  Black
Universities
NewsA federal judge approved a deal Wednesday for Maryland to
settle a long-running lawsuit over the state’s treatment of
its four historically Black universities with $555 million in
extra funding over 10 years, clearing the last major hurdle to
end a legal battle launched in 2006.

Maryland  Finalizes  $577M
Settlement  for  HBCU  Federal
Lawsuit
NewsMaryland has finalized a $577 million settlement to end a
15-year  federal  lawsuit  relating  to  underfunding  at  the
state’s four historically Black colleges and universities.

Corporate  Lawyer  in  U.S.
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College  Admissions  Scandals
Gets  Two-Year  Law  License
Suspension
NewsThe former co-chairman of a major New York law firm has
been  suspended  from  practicing  law  for  two  years  after
pleading guilty and spending time in prison over his role in
the U.S. college admissions scandal.

Orrick  and  Legal  Innovators
Team Up
NewsLegal Innovator and Orrick are collaborating on a pilot
program through which two Legal Innovators lawyers will join
Orrick’s incoming class of law school graduates as ‘Orrick
Legal Innovators’ Fellows.’

Elizabeth  School  Board  Must
Pay  Wrongly  Fired  Lawyer
Damages
NewsAn appellate panel ruled Elizabeth’s School Board must pay
roughly  $260,000  in  damages  after  findings  its  in-house
counsel  was  improperly  fired  midway  through  a  three-year
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contract.

$330M Settlement Reached with
Approximately 1,000 ITT Tech
Students
NewsApproximately  1,000  former  ITT  Tech  students  in  South
Carolina  were  part  of  a  $330  million  settlement  for  debt
relief after a lawsuit against the for-profit school.

Veteran  State  Court  Judge
Rips  Bar  Exam,  Says  Test
‘Does Not Function to Protect
The Public’
News
Judge Darleen Ortega has spent 17 years on the Oregon Court of
Appeals and she’s learned a thing or two about the bar exam as
she’s watched from her judicial perch.
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Settlement  for  Detroit
Literacy Lawsuit Eyes Nearly
$100M in Funding
News
A historic settlement reached between the state and Detroit
students calls for $94.5 million in future literacy funding, a
$280,000 payout among seven plaintiffs and the creation of two
Detroit task forces to help ensure a quality education for
students.

Ohio  State,  162  Survivors
Finalize  $40.9  Million
Settlement in Strauss Case
News
The Ohio State University announced today details of a $40.9
million settlement reached with 162 survivors in 12 lawsuits
related to sexual abuse by Richard Strauss, a university-
employed physician from 1978 to 1998 who died in 2005.

Attorney  General  Ellison
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Shuts  Down  Fraudulent
Student-Loan  Debt-Settlement
Company
News
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison announced this week
that his office has obtained a settlement that requires a
California  student-loan  debt-relief  company  that  illegally
collected fees from customers and misrepresented its services
to consumers to cease operating in Minnesota and provide full
refunds to its Minnesota consumers.

$665,000 Settlement For East
Bay Student Punished For Mock
Terrorist Video
News
An East Bay school district has agreed to pay $665,000 to
settle  a  free-speech  suit  by  a  former  student  who  was
suspended from a leadership class, and briefly barred from
serving as student body president, after posting a video that
showed him as a James Bond hero fighting off terrorists.
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Small Colleges Are Lawyering
Up. Here’s Why.
News
In addition to the standard docket of lawsuits claiming that a
university discriminated against applicants who were denied
admission or that a faculty member was unfairly turned down
for tenure, a wave of high-profile cases have resulted in
universities offering large settlements or having multi-millon
dollar verdicts returned against them.

Bar  Applicant  With  Extreme
School Debt Can Sit for the
Bar, Ohio Supreme Court Says
News
Cynthia Marie Rodgers, the Capital University School of Law
graduate who got dinged on her Ohio character and fitness
application for having almost $900,000 in school debt.

Threat  From  Within:  Inside
Counsel’s  Role  In  Defending
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Against Data Breaches
News
The  biggest  threat  in  terms  of  disclosure  of  sensitive
information comes from so-called “insider threats,” in the
form  of  employees  who  disclose  protected  information  or
provide  a  means  of  access  to  that  information  to  third
parties, either unwittingly or otherwise.

Linking an Invention to the
Evidence:  Strategic
Considerations  from
Prosecution to Litigation
Insight
Fitch, Even, Tabin & Flannery LLP will present a free webinar,
“Linking  an  Invention  to  the  Evidence:  Strategic
Considerations  from  Prosecution  to  Litigation,”  featuring
Fitch Even attorneys Mark A. Borsos and Evan Kline-Wedeen.

Experts,  Know  Your  Eight
Bases of Persuasion
News
What makes an expert witness persuasive to a jury? Is it their
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background and training? The work that they did on the case?
Their communication skills in teaching the jury?

Texas  University  Moves  to
Fire its President Over Law
School Admissions Scandal
News
Lane  failed  to  promptly  report  to  the  board  or  internal
auditor allegations of fraudulent and dishonest conduct by an
assistant law dean.

Tips for Drafting Arbitration
Clauses in Smart Contracts
Insight
If a dispute arises, the parties may prefer arbitration as an
alternative to court, but arbitration doesn’t happen on its
own – it typically requires a properly drafted arbitration
clause.
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How  to  Write  Gender-Neutral
Contracts
Insight
Conversations around gender and gender neutrality are becoming
more and more mainstream, so it is logical that they stay
ahead of the trend.

5 Tips for a Fair Business
Contract Agreement
Insight
Drafting  a  business  agreement  and  documenting  it  is  very
important to secure the deal that you will be conducting.
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